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Overall Comments
Part five of this course has focused on production through publishing models,
the rise of print on demand and workflow. Overall your response to part five
has been very good. You’ve developed a substantial body of work that has
allowed you to explore, in often quite experimental ways, a variety of
approaches and media related to your artist book. Supporting this approach is
some excellent contextual and visual research. The way you have used your
book to draw on this material has worked very well in places, but perhaps you
could draw on your material more widely and make more of the contrasts
between approaches, using the split pages as a structure for doing this.
Following on from your linear depiction of your design process, perhaps the
key issue is to see the production of your book as much a process of
developing, as finishing, your ideas.
Project: Publishing models
Your contextual research into publishing models was thorough, especially in
focusing on self-publishing and publishing on demand. It might have been
worth finding visual examples of such publishing to help connect this research
to your own practice.
Project: Workflow
This project was driven much more by visual material than the first one. As a
consequence, your process felt much more grounded in what you actually do
and your intentions for the assignment.
Your articulation of your design process was very good and clearly presents
the various stages of initiating and developing ideas and getting a book to
print. Perhaps this articulation is too clear, in the sense that your design
process is seen as a linear flow, with one stage moving into the next. What
happens when your ideas encounter problems, such as translating ideas into
visual form or practical printing issues, or your ideas develop as you progress
through the process? Think about how your process allows you to take a step
back to accommodate these changes and challenges. Maybe it needs to be
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circular rather than linear? You can find a variety of non-linear design
processes here: https://uk.pinterest.com/emmap1122/design-creativeprocess/
Assessment
This is your last assignment for the Book Design course. If you have decided
to put forward your work for assessment, please re-read the section on
assessment in your Student Handbook. The Your Assessment and how to
get Qualified study guide gives more detailed information about assessment
and accreditation.
For assessment you’ll need to submit a portfolio cross-section of the work
you’ve done on the course. You’ll also need to submit your learning log,
sketchbooks and tutor reports.
In terms of organising your work for assessment your blog is doing a decent
job of collating the work. Support this by presenting your actual book and any
other physical work with a strong tactile quality that would otherwise be
overlooked online.
Feedback on assignment
Creative and analytical thinking, Visual and Technical Skills
Your assignment draws on the skills, insight and experience gained from the
course and asks you to produce a book choosing from the list of subject areas
given.
Your Ipad / digital pieces have a strong painterly quality to them, especially in
some of your earlier developmental pieces, for example in the overlaying of
drawings in B, D, T, and X in your first colour mock-up. The dynamic of this
looser, painterly work has been echoed in what you are doing with the
typography, layout and colour on the right hand side. However, the process of
echoing your visual strategy also runs the risk of diluting it. It might be worth
contrasting strategies, for example keeping one side less certain and the
other more organised. A number of your double-page spreads are starting to
do this, especially in terms of contrasting the background colours, or by
accentuating the contrast by keeping all your typography on one side only.
You have refined and developed your images on the left, often adding in
additional elements, while simplifying the content on right hand page. Some of
these developments really work, for example M brings print making into the
equation successfully, while in others it feels like you’ve massaged out some
of the directness of earlier pieces. Going back to my critique of your mock up,
think about how you develop more contrast within the book. For example by
moving all your text on M to the right, leaving the mysterious print to breathe
and perhaps organsing the typography on the right as a contrast in some way.
Where I think you are doing this successfully is in your development of I:
you’ve played with the grid format across the text and image page much more
thoughtfully and as a consequence there’s an interplay of the text and image.
Also, you’ve broken the rule of image on left, text on right, which also helps to
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bring contrast to the book as a whole.
I really like the qualities of all the elements of your W page. It would be good
to see how you can accentuate these further by simplifying your approach, for
example, what if you took your text from the top left and used this as the only
element on the right hand side? The wiggly worm photos are great by the way
– what if you gave yourself more space to include additional material – for
example by having more pages per letter?
Your Y page is another example – the image on the left is very dynamic and
enjoyable and you’ve embedded your typography within it very successfully –
but is the right hand side meant to be a continuation of this image or can you
use this space to support the primary image in other ways? If you do want it to
be a continuation of approach across the spread, then can you simply use the
image across both pages?
The U page draws on your earlier pieces and I think this works perfectly well.
You have plenty of material to work with, so perhaps it’s worth compiling the
book from what you already have, contrasting more finished approaches with
hand drawn, overlaid and other strategies you’ve employed. Again, keep an
eye on presenting your diversity of approaches. This diversity might also be
reflected in the amount of text or content you bring to the right hand side.
Some pages might have more material drawn from your research than others.
Sketchbooks
Research and idea development, Context
Your sketchbooks are central to your visual experiments. Could you bring
some of these pages directly into your book?
Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays
Research and idea development, Context
Your learning log continues to do a good job of documenting your experiences
and reflections.
Suggested viewing/reading
Have a look at the work of artists/designer and traveller Jake Tilson,
http://www.jaketilson.com
especially his self published work, looking at his layouts:
http://www.jaketilson.com/art/excavator/books/index.html
http://www.jaketilson.com/art/terminator/book/index.html
http://www.jaketilson.com/art/3foundfonts/book/index.html
Pointers for future learning
You may want to consider undertaking other OCA courses. If you would like
any advice on what is available then you can find out more at the OCA
website http://www.oca-uk.com/ or talk directly to OCA advisors.
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I’ve really enjoyed working with you again, I hope you’ve enjoyed doing the
Book Design course.
Tutor name:
Date:

Christian Lloyd
20 October 2016
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